3.6.3 Extension activities in the Neighbourhood Community.

**Academic Year 2013-2014**

**Awareness rally against the use of Tobacco**

Conducted by NCC Army Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. The rally is conducted to stop the usage of tobacco which causes many disease to people. It is harmful for those who breathe the smoke. Also usage of tobacco make sorrowful for the fellow one and their family too. Cadets took place in the rally with a spirit to control the use of tobacco products. The rally took place till guindy and the rally is a successful one.

**Awareness on Electoral Roll**

On 15th March 2013, a rally has been conducted to create awareness among public on enrolling themselves in the electoral Roll under the banner of SVEEP organised by the Corporation of Chennai. Nearly 100 NCC Cadets along with YRC Volunteers and students participated in the activity.
Grand mass run to commemorate the 150th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. On the occasion of swami Vivekananda 150th birthday the unit conducted a mass run inside the campus premises to spread the thoughts and ideas of the legend Vivekananda. The run end up in Vivekananda auditorium and the dean of the college gave speech on the great saint Vivekananda. Many students and cadets also took part in the event sportively. The program was a successful one.
Academic Year 2014-2015

Walkathon to Spread the Awareness About “Hepatitis B and C Disorder”

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. The run is for 8.5 km. The ticket money is collected for the hepatitis B and C Disorder patients for their recovery. Many students in and out of the colleges participated in the event and saved many lives.

Academic Year 2015-2016

Halowings Marathon About the Down syndrome Disorder

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. The same marathon which was conducted in last year. But a change this it is for the people who are affected by down syndrome Disorder. This year also many students of the college and out of college joined the event and made it a grand success.

Academic Year 2016-2017

Awareness rally on "Clean India"

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. Since the year 2015 is an unforgettable year because our PM Narendra Modi announced clean India movement
and the unit has planned to support this movement by organizing the rally on “clean India”. The cadets were very well excited to be a part of this movement. The rally took place till Adyar. This rally is a successful milestone to our unit.

**GENDER SENSITIZATION AWARENESS**

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. The event took place in vivek auditorium based on gender equality. The keynote speaker is Mrs.Bharthi Baskar a renowned speaker. She spoke very nicely and everyone were paying attention to her speech. There was a short film play over gender equality. all the students and cadets have a great time to see her and take the invoking points said by Mrs Bharathi baskar. the was a great success.

**BLOOD DONATION CAMP – ‘UDHIRA**

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. This is one day blood donation camp. The NCC unit and cancer institute coordinately present the “Udhira” blood donation camp. Many students came forward to donate blood and save life of many people who are suffering from cancer. around 150 units of blood is donated this is one of the biggest milestone to our unit.

**Academic Year 2017-2018**

**Consumer Awareness Rally**

NCC ARMY Cadets at CEG Campus-Anna University. On the national consumer day the event is organized to create awareness to consumers and promoted the rules and rights that the consumers must follow.

The customers are the important fellow who make to live many manufactures. The cadets organized the meet in the ground of CEG Campus and explained all the rights to question the owner and appeal in the court for any disputes. then from there the rally started and went till adyar.

**Gender Equality Awareness**

Our cadets participated in the campus Rally to create awareness on women empowerment, gender equality and Prevention of Sexual abuse in the CEG-Campus, Anna University on March 5, 2018.
25 cadets along with 2 ANOs and 1 caretaker participated and completed a 50km cycle rally Organised by the Rotary Club of Madras Midtown, to promote green-living principles that leads to cancer-free environment on February, 4 2018
3.6.3 NUMBER OF EXTENSION ACTIVITIES AND OUTREACH PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED IN COLLABORATION WITH INDUSTRY, COMMUNITY AND NON-GOVERNMENT NGO.

**Academic Year 2016-2017**

**BLOOD DONATION CAMP ‘UDHIRA’**

UDHIRA (Associated with Adayar Cancer institute) a Blood donation camp organized by NCC Army wing of Anna University on January 2017 and is a significant contributor to donating 140 units of blood out of 4000 units of statewide blood donation target fixed by NCC Directorate (TN, P and AN)
Academic Year 2017-2018

BLOOD DONATION CAMP – ‘UDHIRA’

Conducted UDHIRA (associated with Adayar Cancer institute) a Blood donation camp organized by NCC Army wing of Anna University on January 10, 2018 and is a significant contributor to donating 180 units of blood out of 4000 units of statewide blood donation target fixed by NCC Directorate (TN, P and AN)

CSM. Sangameswaran and Cpl. Gokul launched the application UDHIRA which connects blood donors with those who require blood in the presence of NCC ANOs and PI staff. There was a warm appreciation for their efforts to develop a socially innovative application. This application is in its starting stages and it is slowly and steadily gaining popularity.
GENDER SENSITIZATION AWARENESS

Conducted a “3-Day Career Sensitization Inter-Collegiate Workshop for the Visually Impaired Students” to create awareness about science for blind across Chennai on 9th, 10th and 11th of July 2016 in association with YRC Volunteers and Karna Vidya Foundation.
Blood Camp

Survey on Economic Status of Women
Rally on International Day against Drug Abuse and illicit trafficking

Interaction with Tribal people (Nakieri)
Temple Cleaning, Thuthipettu Village
Road Rally on road safety awareness
YRC A.C.Tech, NSS and YRC of Priyadhasini Engineering College

Blood Camp
Tree Plantation